EXDCI will include a workshop within the Annual ACM Europe Conference 2017 that will take place from 7th September until 8th September 2017 in Barcelona, Spain. The idea is to organize a final event jointly with the ACM Europe community that will gather HPC specialists, students and ACM members worldwide. All attendees will be invited to attend on Thursday the Turing Lecture and the Reception and ACM Fellow celebration and the HPC track on Friday.

The programme includes 8 decisive keynotes covering all the fields of the recent evolution of the EU HPC ecosystem:

- International competition
- What is the computer of the future?
- Next generation applications
- Training for next generation
- A picture of the EU HPC ecosystem
- The challenge of SME in HPC
- A vision for Europe: trying to put everything together
- EXDCI & Eurolab & HiPEAC joint session

More information

Barcelona Supercomputing Center - Centro Nacional de Supercomputación